
How to Develop a Value 
Proposition for your Business
Having a crystal-clear idea of the value that you 

deliver to your customer means that your marketing 

messages will be a lot more effective resulting in 

increased sales and happier customers.



Peter Dickinson
• Business & Marketing Coach

• MBA / Chartered ICT Professional

• Founder & Managing Director, KUB 
Ltd – Coaching & Digital Marketing 
Agency

• Joined by Charleh Dickinson 7 years 
ago to grow the agency

• Team: 8 Full time & 3 remote & free 
lancers & partners

• Worked with over 500 companies 
across a wide range of sectors over 
nearly 20 years.

• 30,000 connections on LinkedIn

• Worked with technology since 1984



Housekeeping
• Run in Speaker view during the 

presentation and Gallery view 

during the interactive sessions

• Use mute when not talking

• Raise your hand to contribute

• Ask questions through chat

• Keep your video on if you can. 

Switch off if you don’t want to be 

recorded.



• Compete in the digital world

• Build on your knowledge

• Solve digital marketing problems

• Build a community to support 

marketing

Purpose



• Free Wednesday Workshops (11-

12am)

• Book: Drive Sales with Digital 

Marketing

• Online Digital Marketing Courses 

(learning.kub-uk.net)

• Digital Marketing Strategy & 

Implementation App

• Route to Market Strategy & 

Implementation Plan

Vision2Success



Drive Sales with 
Digital Marketing

• Available on Amazon

• 60,000 words

• 3 chapters on the overall 

process

• 7 chapters on practical 

application

Vision2Success.co



Net Hub



Vision2Success on Net Hub

https://www.vision2success.co/services/vision2success-community/

https://www.vision2success.co/services/vision2success-community/


WhatsApp Group
We have set up a WhatsApp group to 

share updates and to ask questions that 

may not have been covered during the 

workshop.

Please email your mobile number to 

racheleglin@kub-uk.com and Rachel will 

add you to the WhatsApp for the Group.



How to Develop a Value 
Proposition for your Business

Peter Dickinson, KUB Ltd



What you will take away:

• Understanding what a value proposition is

• Practical approach to how to develop a 

value proposition for your business

• How to differentiate yourself in a crowded 

market



Fundamentals



What is a Value 
Proposition?

A value proposition tells 

prospects why they should do 

business with you rather than 

your competitors and makes 

the benefits of your products 

or services crystal clear from 

the outset.



UBER
• The Smartest Way to Get 

Around
• Slogan. Tap the app, get a ride

• The phrase covers the key selling 

points

– One tap and a car comes directly to 

you

– Your driver knows exactly where to go

– Payment is completely cashless



Apple

Absolutely simple, 

beautiful and 

magical to use



Slack 
(Work Messaging App)

Be More Productive at 

Work with Less Effort



De Beers Group

Exquisite diamonds, 

world-class designs, 

breath-taking 

jewellery.



KUB/V2S

Helping companies 

grow through proven 

business strategy & 

marketing processes



Step by Step Guide



Purpose/Mission

• What do you believe in?

• What difference do you want to 

make to your market, the wider 

community, humanity? 

• What is broken in your market that 

you can fix?

• What is your WHY (Simon Sinek)?



Vision
How does your purpose 
translate into action?

What can you achieve in the 
next:
• 12 months
• 3 years
• 10 years

What does overall success as a 
business look like to you?



How Do You Deliver 
Value?

• What do your customers 
value?

• Why do they buy from you?
• What makes you stand out?
• How are you different from 

the competition?



Value Stream Map

• Use flow charting software 

like Creately.com

• Map out your key process.

• Where do you add value?

• Make or buy in decision

• What are customers paying 

for?



Value Proposition Design



Value Proposition Canvas



Process Sequence

• Identify the buyer persona/profile
• Work out what jobs they are trying to do in relation to 

what you market to them. (Book keeper & you are 
selling accounting software)

• Pains
• Gains
• Products services
• Pain relievers
• Gain creators



Who Makes the Buying Decision?



Customer Job(s)
• What is the job the customer 

wants to get done in their 

work or life? 

• Write down as many things 

that they do or want to do 

that relate to your product or 

service.



Pains

• What is annoying or 

troubling your customers in 

relation to the job they are 

trying to do? 
• What is preventing them 

from getting the job done?
• Write down as many needs 

as you can



Gains

• What would make your 

customer happy? 

• What would make their life 

and the job to be done 

easier?

• If they had a magic wand, 

what would they do better in 

order to fulfil their job?



Products & 
Services

• What are the products & 

services you can offer 

your customer so that 

they can get their job 

done?



Pain Relievers

• How can you help your 

customer to relieve these pains?

• What problems can you 

eradicate?

• These are the NEEDS of the 

customer & ideally you need to 

be able to address all relevant 

ones.



Gain Creators

• What can you offer your 

customer to help them 

achieve their goals?

• What helps you address their 

WANTS, their wish list?

• This is where you will find 

your competitive advantage.



Value Proposition
• 3 Components of a Strong Value Proposition

• Identify a specific problem being dealt with by a specific 

audience. (Customer Jobs)

• Articulates how the product/service being sold solves this 

specific problem. (Pain Relievers)

• Communicate the audience-specific intangible and 

quantifiable benefits of the solution. (Gain Creators)



Vision2Success App



Why Create an App?
• Make it easier to collect the right information

• Work on keywords or short phrases rather prose

• Systematic approach

• Make it easier to work with others

• Easy to update as further information is discovered

A paid for version will be released in September that will allow 

you to create a budget and will give you an indication on how 

many sales you might achieve.



https://app.vision2success.co/





Tasks/Desires
What are the jobs that the purchaser is trying to get 

done? E.g., someone buying a shovel is looking to dig 

a hole. You could go further and ask why they were 

digging a hole in the first place?

The same applies to selling to a business. If you are 

selling an accountancy system. There are a wide 

variety of tasks that the bookkeeper needs to do, and 

you need a clear idea of those tasks if you are to 

supply the right solution.



Challenges

What are your customers’ pain points?

What things do they need to do in order to 

accomplish the tasks you identified earlier?

Do you have any gaps with what you are supplying 

and what they need to do in order to get the job 

done?



Motivators
Just completing a task isn’t enough these days. 

What do you do that goes above and beyond?

What are those things that are on your customers’ 

wish lists that although not key to getting their job 

done will help to transform their job and make them 

more efficient and effective?



Differentiation
What is it that you do that makes you stand out? What 

makes you remarkable? What differentiates you? 

Bearing in mind what you have said about the 

challenges faced by the buyer and what really 

motivates them, what is it that you deliver that sets 

you apart from the competition and that makes a 

difference to the customer?



Blue Ocean Strategy



Differentiation
What is it that you do that makes you stand out? What 

makes you remarkable? What differentiates you? 

Blue Ocean Strategy is the process you need to follow 

to identify how you stand out from your competition.



Redefine the Market

● Compete in existing markets
● Beat the competition
● Exploit existing demand
● Make the value-cost trade-off
● Align the whole system of a firm’s activities 

with its strategic choice of differentiation or 
low cost

● Create uncontested market space
● Make competition irrelevant
● Create and capture new demand
● Break the value-cost trade off
● Align whole system of a firm’s activities 

to be differentiation & low cost



Value Innovation



Visualizing Strategy



Strategy Canvas



Four Actions Framework



Blue Ocean Checklist
• On a whiteboard draw two axes. Along the bottom you want to list out 

all the features/factors that you currently compete on.

• Up the side of the chart, the range is 0-100 in terms of how well you and 
your competitors deliver on the feature or factor

• Identify 2-3 worthy competitors. You may need to do this beforehand to 
find out how your competitors fare with all the factors that you have 
identified and so research maybe required.

• Now for every factor score yourself and your competitors on how well 
the deliver each of those elements between 1-100. 

• Remember not to score yourself 100% and your competitors 0%! Be 
brutally honest with yourself.

• You are looking for opportunities where the factor is highly relevant to 
the customer and where you can change the dynamics of the market 
by offering something your customers highly value but which your 
competitors haven’t recognised yet.



Bringing it Together
• Watch Simon Sinek Start with Why on YouTube

• Define your Purpose – what are you trying to do?

• Download the canvas from Google – Search for ”Value 

Proposition Canvas Template”

• Work through the exercise & identify the gain creators that 

you offer which will make you stand out.

• Write down your Value Proposition

• Ensure your marketing plan exploits these advantages



Actions Round Up

From today’s 
presentation what 
actions are you 
going to take away?



Questions?



What Marketing Problems Are 
You Trying to Solve?


